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Abstract
This paper tackles computability issues on final coalgebras and tries to shed light on the fol-
lowing two questions: First, which functions on final coalgebras are computable? Second,
which formal system allows us to define all computable functions on final coalgebras?
In particular, we give a definition of computability on final coalgebras, deriving from the
theory of effective domains. We then establish the admissibility of coinductive definitions
and of a generalised µ-operator. This gives rise to a formal system, in which every term
denotes a computable function.
1 Introduction
A standard way for doing effective mathematics is to encode the objects under
discourse into entities, which support a notion of computability. The principal
candidate for the codomain of such an encoding are of course the natural numbers.
However, the natural numbers only support an encoding of objects of cardinality
at most ℵ0. Dealing with objects of larger cardinality (eg.real numbers, or even
real functions), one is in need of a notion of computability on spaces of larger
cardinality.
Several such spaces, with the Baire space as the principal example, are dis-
cussed in Weihrauch’s book on computability [16]. Maybe surprisingly, the (car-
riers of) all of Weihrauch’s examples appear as (carriers of) final coalgebras for
simple endofunctors on the category of sets and functions. This leads us to investi-
gate notions of computability on final coalgebras.
This paper focuses on two questions: First, “What is the right notion of com-
putability on final coalgebras?” Second, with an eye to µ-recursive functions,
“Which formal system allows to define computable functions on final coalgebras?”
Regarding the first question, we require from a computable function that (a) it
can be approximated by finite (in some appropriate sense) functions, and (b) all
these approximants are computable. These two criteria are taken into account as
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follows: Regarding approximability, we view final coalgebras as complete ultra-
metric spaces, which can be embedded into algebraic domains. We then call a
function approximable, if it can be extended to a continuous function on the as-
sociated domains. Regarding computability, we equip the bases of the associated
domains with a numbering, which enables us to embed final coalgebras into effec-
tive domains. We can thus translate the notion of computability from the theory of
effective domains into our framework.
For the second question, concerning term systems, which let us define com-
putable functions, we show that definitions by induction, coinduction and a gener-
alised version of the µ-operator do not lead out of the class of computable func-
tions. Using these definition principles, we obtain a system of terms, where every
definable term denotes a computable function. We give some examples of com-
putable functions; the question whether this system allows to define all computable
functions is left for further research. Our main examples are the following:
Example 1.1 [Functions on the Baire space] Consider the set ωω of all infinite
sequences of natural numbers. It is well known that ωω is the carrier of the final
coalgebra for TX = ω ×X . Consider the following functions:
(i) Deletion of all occurrences of numbers > 0: Consider d : ωω → ωω, given by
d(s) =
{
0ω if |s|0 =∞
undef. otherwise,
where |s|0 is the number of 0s occurring in s. Using e.g. lazy lists provided in the
programming language Haskell, one defines d as
del :: [Int] -> [Int]
del (0:xs) = 0:del(xs);
del (x:xs) = del(xs)
Thus, we want d to be computable.
(ii) In the previous example, if we want to compute a prefix of the output sequence
of length n, we have to consider at least n tokens of the input sequence. For the
function m, given by
m([n0, n1, . . . ]) = [n0, . . . , n0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n0 times
, n1, . . . , n1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n1 times
, . . . ]
the output can also grow faster than the input is consumed. In Haskell, m can be
defined via an auxiliary function m′:
m’ :: (Int, Int, [Int]) -> [Int]
m’ (e, 0, (x:xs)) = m’(x, x, xs);
m’ (e, n, xs) = e:m’(e, n-1, xs)
m :: [Int] -> [Int]
m(s) = m’(0, 0, s);
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Thus, also m should be computable.
(iii) The function o : ωω → ω, defined by o(s) = 0 iff s consists of 0s only,
and o(s) = 1 otherwise should not be computable: We have to consider all of the
infinite information, which is coded in the input stream in order to obtain an output.
In the main body of the text, we come back to these examples and show that the
first two are indeed computable (in a sense which we make precise), whereas the
third is not.
2 Preliminaries and Notation
2.1 Coalgebras
We work with coalgebras for an endofunctor T on the category Set of sets and
functions. A T -coalgebra is a pair (C, γ) where C is a set and γ : C → TC
is a function. A morphism between T -coalgebras (C, γ) and (D, δ) is a function
f : C → D such that Tf ◦ γ = δ ◦ f ; a standard reference for the theory of
coalgebras is Rutten [10].
In the sequel, we concentrate on coalgebras for polynomial functors, that is,
functors which are build from constant functors and the identity functor by means
of + (coproduct) and × (cartesian product) only. When dealing with coproducts,
we often omit the coproduct injections for convenience reasons; that is, we make
the implicit assumption that A and B are disjoint whenever we consider A + B,
which is then treated as A ∪ B. We use the standard notation 〈f, g〉 and [f, g],
extended to partial functions f and g as follows:
• If f : C ⇀ A and g : C ⇀ B are partial, then 〈f, g〉 : C ⇀ B × C is given
by 〈f, g〉(c) = (f(c), g(c)), in case both f(c) and g(c) are defined. We let 〈f, g〉(c)
undefined otherwise.
• If f : A ⇀ C and g : B ⇀ C are partial, then [f, g](x) = f(x), if x ∈ A and
f(x) is defined; [f, g](x) = g(x) if x ∈ B and g(x) is defined; otherwise [f, g](x)
is undefined.
It is well known that polynomial functors are ωop-continuous, that is, they preserve
limits of ωop-chains (see [3,10]). This allows to construct final coalgebras (final
objects of the category CoAlg(T )) as ωop-limits along the sequence
1 T1
p10 T 21
p21 . . .p
3
2
where p10 is the canonical surjection and pn+1m+1 = Tpnm for n,m > 0 (see also [17]).
More precisely, assume Z is the limit of the above diagram with limit projec-
tions ζn : Z → T n1. (In this case we put Z∞ = Z.) By ωop-continuity, there is
a unique mapping ζ : Z → TZ such that Tζn ◦ ζ = Tζn+1 for all n ≥ 0, which
provides a coalgebra structure for Z. In particular, we have the following:
Lemma 2.1 Suppose (C, γ) ∈ CoAlg(T ), γ0 : C → 1 and let γn+1 = Tγn ◦ γ :
C → T n1 for n ≥ 0.
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(i) If z0, z1 ∈ Z, then z0 = z1 iff ζn(z0) = ζn(z1) for all n ∈ ω.
(ii) The unique u : C → Z which satisfies γn = ζn◦u is a morphism of coalgebras.
2.2 Ultrametric Spaces
An ultrametric space (ums, for short) is a pair (U, d) where U is a set and d :
U × U → R satisfies
(i) d(x, y) ≥ 0
(ii) d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y
(iii) d(x, y) = d(y, x)
(iv) d(x, z) ≤ max{d(x, y), d(y, z)}
for all x, y, z ∈ U . Condition (4) is often called the “strong triangle inequality”.
Clearly every ultrametric space is a metric space, which allows us to call an ultra-
metric space complete (or a complete ultrametric space, abbreviated by cums), if it
is complete as a metric space (every Cauchy sequence converges).
Every set can be considered as cums, as the next example shows. Our interest in
cumss derives from the fact that (carriers of) final coalgebras can also be provided
with a natural ultrametric.
Example 2.2 (i) Every set can be lifted to a complete ultrametric space: Suppose
A is a set and d is the discrete metric on A, defined by d(a, a) = 0 and d(a, b) = 1
for a = b. Then (A, d) is a cums.
(ii) Suppose (Z, ζ) is final in CoAlg(T ). Define d(z0, z1) = 2−max{k|ζk(z0)=ζk(z1)}.
Then (Z, d) is a cums, which follows from Lemma 2.1 above.
When dealing with umss, we make use of the following
Notation 2.3 Suppose (U, d) is a ums and n ≤ ω.
(i) Bn(u) = {v ∈ U | d(u, v) ≤ 2−n} denotes the closed ball with radius 2−n and
centre u.
(ii) ≡n⊆ U × U is the equivalence relation given by u ≡n v iff d(u, v) ≤ 2−n.
(iii) Un = U/ ≡n is the set of equivalence classes of U wrt. ≡n. The equivalence
class of u ∈ U wrt. ≡n is denoted by [u]n. We identify u with [u]∞.
(iv) U≤n =
∐
k≤n Uk. If j ≤ n and inj : Uj → U≤n is the coproduct injection,
write [u]j for inj([u]j). If u = [u]k ∈ U≤n, we say that u has rank k and write
rk(u) = k. We put U<∞ =
∐
n∈ω Un.
Without further mention, we often use the following standard
Lemma 2.4 Suppose (U, d) is a ums, u, v ∈ U and n ≥ 0.
(i) u ∈ Bn(v) =⇒ Bn(u) = Bn(v).
(ii) [u]n ∩ [v]n = ∅ =⇒ [u]n = [v]n.
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We conclude the section on ultrametric spaces by noting that every Set-endofunctor
can be lifted to ultrametric spaces (an observation due to Worrell [17]).
Lemma 2.5 Suppose U1, . . . , Uk are ums with associated projections pkn : Uk →
Ukn and T : Setk → Set. Then Tˆ (U1, . . . , Uk) = (U, d) is an ums where U =
T (U1, . . . , Uk) and
d(x, y) = 2−max{0}∪{n+1|T (pn)(x)=T (pn)(y)}
is an ums, where pn = (p1n, . . . , pkn). Furthermore, U is complete if each U j is
complete and T is polynomial.
Proof For the first statement see [17]. Completeness is proved by induction on the
structure of T . ✷
Note that the lifting, as defined above, incorporates a scaling factor of 1/2: For
example, we obtain that Iˆd(U) = U1/2, where U1/2 is the same as U , except for the
distance between two points, which is half of the distance we had in U . This allows
us to use Tˆ to obtain approximations of a cums, which arises through a terminal
coalgebra. Without scaling, Tˆ would map discrete umss to discrete umss, hence
the sequence (Tˆ n1), with 1 the canonical discrete ums, would not approximate the
ums associated to the final T -coalgebra meaningfully.
If the cums arises via a terminal coalgebra, we have canonical representatives
for the equivalence classes:
Lemma 2.6 Suppose (Z, ζ) is final in CoAlg(T ) for an ωop-continuous endofunc-
tor T .
(i) ζˆn : T n1→ Zn, [x]n → ζn(x) is a well defined bijection
(ii) ∐n≤∞ T n1 ∼= Z≤∞
Proof Immediate from the definition of the distance function on Z. ✷
We conclude by stating:
Lemma 2.7 Suppose U , V are cumss.
(i) The canonical projections U × V → U and U × V → V are continuous.
(ii) The coproduct injections U → U + V and V → U + V are continuous.
2.3 Domain Theory
This section describes the passage from cumss to algebraic domains. The material
presented here is mostly standard and can be found in e.g. [12]; it is included for
the sake of self-containedness. We begin with some preliminaries on domains; the
reader is referred to [1,12] for details.
Suppose (D,) is a partial order. A subset A ⊆ D is directed, if every finite
subset of A has an upper bound in A. The structure (D,) is directed complete, if
every directed subset A ⊆ D of D has a least upper bound in D, denoted by ⊔A.
An element x ∈ D is compact, if, whenever A ⊆ D is directed, x  ⊔A implies
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that x  y for some y ∈ D. Finally, (D,) is algebraic, if, for every x ∈ D, the
set x⇑= {c  x | c compact} is directed with ⊔x⇑= x.
Definition 2.8 Suppose U is a cums. The approximation domain associated to U
is the structure (U≤∞,) with [u]n  [v]k if n ≤ k and Bk(v) ⊆ Bn(u).
In the case of ultrametric spaces arising from final coalgebras (which are our
primary interest), the situation is as follows:
Example 2.9 Suppose T is ωop-continuous and (Z, ζ) is the final T -coalgebra,
with associated approximation domain (Z≤∞,). In this case, Zn ∼= T n1 (Lemma
2.6). IdentifyingZn with T n1, we can consider functions
∐
n≤∞ T
n1→∐n≤∞ T n1
as approximating partial functions f : Z ⇀ Z. In accordance with the terminology
introduced for ultrametric spaces, we say x ∈ ∐n≤∞ T n1 is of rank k, if x ∈ T k1
(omitting the coproduct injection). Thus x ≤ y in ∐n≤∞ T n1, if rk(x) ≤ rk(y)
and prk(y)rk(x)(y) = x.
If A ⊆ Z≤∞ is a directed set, we have x =
⊔
A if – identifying Zn with T n1 –
rk(x) = sup{rk(a) | a ∈ A} and prk(x)rk(a)(x) = a for all a ∈ A.
In an approximation domain, we can assign a rank to every element (cf. Nota-
tion 2.3). For functions between approximation domains, we agree on the following
terminology:
Definition 2.10 Suppose U and V are cumss and f : U≤∞ → V≤∞ is a function.
We say that f is rank-decreasing, if rk(f(x)) ≤ rk(x) for all x ∈ U≤∞. We call f
rank-preserving, if rk(f(x)) = rk(x) for all x ∈ U≤∞.
It is well known that approximation domains are algebraic directed-complete
partial orders:
Lemma 2.11 Suppose U is a cums with distance bounded by 1. Then (U≤∞,) is
an algebraic, directed-complete dcpo.
Proof See [12], Chapter 8, Lemma 2.1. ✷
A monotone function f : (D,)→ (E,) is chain-continuous, if f(⊔n∈ω dn) =⊔
n∈ω f(dn) whenever (dn) is an increasing sequence inD. f is directed-continuous,
if f(
⊔
A) =
⊔
a∈A f(a) for all directed A ⊆ D. In general, there are chain-
continuous functions which are not directed continuous. However, both notions
agree for the case of approximation domains:
Lemma 2.12 Suppose U, V are cumss and f : U≤∞ → V≤∞. Then f is chain-
continuous iff f is directed-continuous.
Proof Clearly f is chain continuous if f is directed continuous. Now assume that
f is chain continuous and f : U≤∞ → V≤∞. Let m = max{n ≤ ∞ | ∃u ∈
U.[u]n ∈ A}. We can now chose a non-decreasing sequence (nk)k≤∞ of numbers
and a sequence (xk)k<∞ in U such that [x]nk ∈ A for all n ∈ ω. It follows that⊔
A =
⊔
k∈ω[x]nk and f(
⊔
A) = f(
⊔
k∈ω ak) =
⊔
k∈ω f(ak) =
⊔
x∈A f(x). ✷
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We conclude by stating some basic observations regarding the interplay be-
tween a lifted Set-Functor and the associated approximation domains:
Lemma 2.13 Suppose T : Set → Set with associated lifting Tˆ , and let U , V be
cums with distance function bounded by 1.
(i) There is a canonical bijection (TˆU)n → T (Un−1) for all n ≥ 1.
(ii) There is a canonical bijection (T̂ nU)≤n →
∐
k≤n T
k1.
Proof By induction, using the definition of lifting. ✷
2.4 Basic Recursion Theory and Effective Functors
We introduce some basic notation for dealing with (partial) recursive functions; see
[6,8] for details.
We assume a standard numbering on the class Rn of n-ary partial recursive
functions, that is, Rn = {φn0 , φn1 , . . . }. We call e ∈ ω an index of a n-ary partial
recursive function ψ if ψ = φne . By the enumeration theorem, there is a (n+1)-ary
recursive function Φ : ω × ωn → ω with Φ(e, x) = φne (x) for all e ∈ ω, x ∈ ωn.
We call a relation R ⊆ ωn recursive (or decidable), if the characteristic function
1R, defined by 1R(x) = 1 if x ∈ R, 1R(x) = 0 otherwise, is recursive. A number n
is a characteristic index of a recursive relation R if n is an index of 1R.
A relation R ⊆ ωn is recursively enumerable (r.e.), or semidecidable, if it is the
domain of definition of a n-ary partial recursive function. We call e an index of a
r.e. set s ⊆ ωn if s = dom(φne ), where the domain of a partial function f : A ⇀ B
is the set dom(f) = {a ∈ A | f(a) is defined}.
After having introduced some basic recursion-theoretic notions, we now intro-
duce numbered sets and effective functors:
Definition 2.14 A numbered set is a pair (A, ν) where A is a set, ν : ω  A is a
surjection and the relation ≡ν= {(n,m) | ν(m) = ν(n)} is decidable.
A morphism between two numbered sets (A, νA) and (B, νB) is a function f :
A→ B, which can be tracked by a (total) recursive function, that is, for which there
is φ ∈ R1 such that f ◦ νA = νB ◦ φ. This defines a category NSet of numbered
sets.
If (A, ν) is a numbered set, we think of n ∈ ω as a code for the element ν(a).
This allows us to apply recursion theory outside the domain of natural numbers.
Building on numbered sets, the notion of effective functors can be introduced as
follows:
Definition 2.15 A functor T : NSet → NSet is effective if there are recursive
functions φ and ψ such that
(i) Whenever (A, νA) ∈ NSet with T (A, νA) = (B, νB) and e is a characteristic
index of ≡ν , then φ(e) is a characteristic index of ≡νB .
(ii) Whenever f : (A, νA) → (A′, νA′) ∈ NSet and Tf = g : (B, νB) → (B′, νB′)
and e tracks f , then ψ(e) tracks g.
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A functor T : Set→ Set is effective, if there is an effective G : NSet→ NSet with
U ◦ T = T ◦ U , where U : NSet → Set is the canonical forgetful functor; in this
case, we call G an effective extension of T .
For the case of polynomial functors, we obtain:
Lemma 2.16 Suppose T : Set → Set is built from effective constant functors and
the identity functor by means of + and ×. Then T is effective.
The proof, which involves the definitions of the appropriate numbering, is easy.
Note that every constant functor on NSet is automatically effective; on Set this is
not neccessarily the case.
3 Continuous Approximations
We now turn to the first objective of the present paper: to give a definition of com-
putability on final coalgebras. As final coalgebras often have the cardinality of the
continuum (consider e.g. the final coalgebra 2w of the endofunctor TX = 2×X),
we cannot give a direct definition in terms of computability on the natural numbers.
We therefore resort to a notion of computability which is based on finite approxima-
tions: For a (partial) function f on a final coalgebra to be computable, we require
that (a) f can be continously approximated by a sequence of finite approximations
and (b) all finite approximations are computable. This section deals with approxi-
mation issues; computability is taken into account in Section 5. Note that – since
we are dealing with computations, and computations may not terminate – we deal
with partiality right from the beginning. In this section, we give a definition of
continously approximable (partial) functions and show, that co-iteration, iteration
and a generalised form of µ-operator do not lead out of the realm of continously
approximable functions. We begin by introducing the basic notion of this section
(G(f) is the graph of a function f ):
Definition 3.1 Suppose U , V are cumss and f : U ⇀ V is a partial function. We
call f continously approximable (abbreviated c.a.), if there is a continuous function
fˆ : U≤∞ → V≤∞ such that G(fˆ) ∩ U∞ × V∞ = G(f).
Note that, in the previous definition, we have identified U and U∞. The idea is
as follows: In order to be able to deal with approximations, we embed the space
under consideration into an algebraic domain, and thus have approximations at
hand. We then call a function continously approximable, if it can be extended to a
continuous function between the corresponding approximation domains.
We illustrate this concept by means of some examples:
Example 3.2 (i) Suppose U is a discrete cums and V is any cums. Then every
partial function f : U ⇀ V is continously approximable: Choose any v ∈ V and
put
(ˆf)([u]n) =
{
[v]0 n = 0 or f(u) undefined
[f(u)]∞ otherwise
.
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The fact that every partial function on a discrete space is approximable reflects our
intuition that the elements of a discrete space are given “once and for all”, that is,
the elements themselves cannot (and need not) be approximated.
(ii) Consider the function d which deletes all occurrences of numbers > 0 from an
infinite sequence of natural numbers (Example 1.1).
Since Z = ωω carries the structure of a final coalgebra for TX = ω × X , the
associated approximation domain Z≤∞ is isomorphic to
∐
n≤∞ T
n1 ∼= ∐n≤∞ ωn,
the set of all finite and infinite sequences of natural numbers (cf. Example 2.9; note
that under this correspondence s  t if s is a prefix of t).
Using this representation of the approximation domain, it is easy to verify that
the function dˆ : Z≤∞ → Z≤∞, which deletes all numbers > 0 from a (finite or
infinite) sequence of natural numbers is a continuous approximation of d.
The notion of continuous approximability introduced here serves as a tool to
deal with partial functions. For total functions, continuous approximability and
continuity coincide:
Lemma 3.3 Suppose U and V are cumss and f : U → V is total. Then f is
continuous iff f is continously approximable.
Proof Denote the distance functions on U and V by d and e, respectively. Recall
the notation [u]n (for u ∈ U and n ≤ ∞) for elements of the approximation domain
U≤∞ associated to U . If f is continuous, define fˆ : U≤∞ → V≤∞ by fˆ([u]n) =
[f(u)]k where k = sup{k′ ≤ ∞ | ∀x ∈ U(d(x, u) ≤ 2−n =⇒ e(f(x), f(u)) ≤
2−k
′
)}. Then fˆ is a continuous approximation of f .
Conversely, suppose fˆ is a continuous approximation of (the total function) f .
Then fˆ is continuous wrt. the Scott topology on the approximation domains U≤∞
and V≤∞. Since the metric topology on U and V is the subspace topology induced
by the Scott topologies (identifying U and V with U∞ and V∞ as usual; see Section
8 of [12]), we conclude continuity of f . ✷
The last proposition comes in very handy to establish the approximability of to-
tal functions: metric continuity is in general much easier to check than the existence
of a Scott-continuous approximation mapping. Also, it provides us with examples
of functions, which are not continously approximable. An important such example
is Bishop’s Limited Principle of Omniscience ([7]):
Example 3.4 Z = ωω, the set of all infinite sequences of natural numbers, carries
the structure of a final coalgebra for TX = ω×X . We can consider Z as cums (Ex-
ample 2.2; note that d(x, y) = inf{2k | x and y have a common prefix of length k}).
The limited principle of omniscience (LPO) is the question whether s ∈ Z
consists of 0s only. We say that a (total) function f : Z → ω decides the LPO, if
f(s) = 0 iff s consists of 0s only. Considering ω as discrete cums, then any function
f which decides LPO, is not continously approximable, since it is not continuous:
Consider x = (xn)n∈ω with xn = 0 for all n and xk = (xkn)n∈ω with xkn = 1 iff k =
n and xkn = 0, otherwise. Then x = limk→∞ xk but limk→∞ f(xk) > 0 = f(x).
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Note that the partial function f : ωω ⇀ ω, which maps a sequence containing at
least one number > 0 to 0 and is undefined otherwise, is continously approximable.
We note some simple properties of continuous approximations. The first is
a form of conservativity: every function has a continuous approximation, which
does not reveal a higher degree of information than it has been given (i.e. is rank-
decreasing); the second is compositionality.
Lemma 3.5 Suppose U , V and W are cumss.
(i) Suppose f : U ⇀ V is (partial and) continously approximable. Then f has a
rank-decreasing continuous approximation.
(ii) Suppose f : U ⇀ V , g : V ⇀ W are partial with rank-decreasing continuous
approximations fˆ and gˆ, respectively. Then gˆ ◦ fˆ is a rank-decreasing continuous
approximation of g ◦ f .
Proof The second claim follows by unravelling the definitions. For the first, sup-
pose fˆ is any continuous approximation of f and [u]n ∈ U≤∞ with fˆ([u]n) = [v]k.
Put fˆ ′([u]n) = [v]min(k,n). ✷
For dealing with induction and coinduction principles, it turns out handy to have
a lifting of T to partial functions and their continuous approximations available.
The liftings are given as follows:
Definition 3.6 Suppose T is polynomial, U and V are cumss, fˆ : U≤∞ → V≤∞.
We define T fˆ : (TU)≤∞ → (TV )≤∞ by induction on the structure of T as follows
(K denotes a constant functor):
• (Idfˆ)([u]n) = fˆ([u]n)
• (Kfˆ)([u]n) = [u]n
• (T1 × T2fˆ)[(a, b)]n = [a′, b′]k provided (T1fˆ)([a]n) = [a′]i, (T2fˆ)([b]n) = [b′]j
and k = min{i, j}
• (T1 + T2fˆ)([x]n) =
[y0]0 n = 0
(T1fˆ)([x]n) if n > 0 and x ∈ T1U
(T2fˆ)([x]n) if n > 0 and x ∈ T2U
for some arbitrary y0 ∈ TU .
For a partial function f : A ⇀ B between two sets A and B, we put (Tf)(a) =
b iff ∃g ∈ TG(f) with Tπ1(g) = a, Tπ2(g) = b; here G(f) is the graph of f and
π1 : G(f)→ A and π2 : G(f)→ B are the canonical projections.
For polynomial functors, we obtain that lifting preserves continuous approxi-
mations:
Lemma 3.7 Suppose U, V are cumss and fˆ : U≤∞ → V≤∞ is continuous.
(i) If fˆ is rank-decreasing, then so is Tˆ fˆ .
(ii) If fˆ is rank-preserving, then so is Tˆ .
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(iii) If fˆ is a c.a. of some partial f : U ⇀ V , then Tˆ fˆ is a c.a. of Tf .
Proof By induction on the structure of T . ✷
4 Continously Approximable Definition Principles
We have argued in the previous section, that continuous approximability is a neces-
sary requirement for a function to be computable. This raises the question of prin-
ciples, which allow for the definition of continously approximable functions. We
treat three principles: induction, coinduction and a generalisation of the µ-operator
from recursive function theory.
4.1 Approximability of Corecursive Definitions
In order to treat coinductive definitions in a world of partial functions, we first have
to set up a definition principle, which allows for coinductive definitions involving
partial functions.
We begin with the partial version of Lemma 2.1. For the whole section, we
assume that T is ωop-continuous, which guarantees the existence of a final T -
coalgebra, which we denote by (Z, ζ).
Lemma 4.1 Suppose γ : C ⇀ TC is partial. Put γ0(x) = 0 ∈ 1 for all x ∈ C.
For n > 0 let γn = Tγn−1 ◦ γ. Then there is a unique partial function γ : C ⇀ Z
such that
(i) γ(c) is defined iff γn(c) is defined for all n ∈ ω
(ii) γn = ζn ◦ γ for all n ∈ ω.
Proof If γn(c) is defined for all n ∈ ω, then the sequence (γn(c))n∈ω is compatible
in the sense that pn+1n (γn+1(c)) = γn(c) with pn+1n given as in Section 2.1, and in
turn defines a unique element of Z. ✷
Note that, in case γ is total, γ : (C, γ) → (Z, ζ) is the unique morphism given
by finality, hence the name “partial coiteration”. The last lemma gives rise to a
definition principle (for a function f : A×B → C of two variables and a ∈ A, we
put fa : B → C, b → f(a, b)):
Definition 4.2 [Coiteration in Context] Suppose f : A × C ⇀ TC. Then the
function ci(f) : A × C ⇀ Z is given by ci(f)(a, c) = f a(c). We then say that f
defines ci(f) via partial coiteration.
The following is the main theorem of the present section:
Theorem 4.3 Partial Coiteration is continously approximable, that is, if f : A ×
C ⇀ TC is (partial and) continously approximable, then so is ci(f).
Proof For simplicity we only consider the case A = 1, that is, we neglect the de-
pendency on the additional parameter. So suppose f : C ⇀ TC is continously
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approximable and choose a rank-decreasing approximation fˆ of f . Define a se-
quence of functions (fn) and (fˆ)n by
f0(c) = 0 fˆ([c]k) = [0]k
fn+1 = Tfn ◦ f fˆn+1 = Tˆ fˆn ◦ fˆ .
By Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.7, each fˆn is a continuous approximation of the cor-
responding fn. We now use the following auxiliary functions:
• cˆn : (T̂ n1)≤∞ → (T̂ n1)≤n, defined by cn([t]k) = [t]min(n,k)
• ζˆ≤n =
∐
k≤n ζˆk :
∐
k≤n T
k1→ Z≤n, (for ζˆn see Lemma 2.6)
• iˆnn : Z≤n → Z≤∞ (the canonical injection).
Note that ζˆ≤n is a bijection. We now let
αn = iˆnn ◦ cˆn ◦ fˆn : C≤∞ → Z≤∞.
Note that cn cuts the degree of each element x ∈ T̂ n1 to be at most n; this (together
with Lemma 2.13) allows for an embedding into Z≤∞ ∼=
∐
n≤∞ T
n1.
By induction, one shows that (αn) is an increasing sequence; hence α = supn∈ω αn,
with the sup taken pointwise, is continuous (this holds in arbitrary cpos, see [1]).
We now claim that α is a continuous approximation of ci(f), that is, G(α) ∩
C∞ × Z∞ = G(ci(f)). First suppose that ci(f)(c) = z is defined; we have to
show that α([c]∞) = [z]∞. Let cn = fn(c) (which is defined, since ci(f)(c)
is defined). Because fˆn is a c.a. of fn, we have that fˆn([c]∞) = [cn]∞, hence
αn([c]∞) = [z]n whence α([c]∞) = [z]∞. Now assume α([c]∞) = [z]∞. We
need to show that ci(f)(c) = z (in particular, ci(f)(c) is defined). By induc-
tion, one shows that (rk(γn(c))n∈ω is a decreasing sequence for all c ∈ C≤∞ (use
Lemma 3.7). Thus rk(αn([c]∞)) is also decreasing. From supn∈ω rk(αn([c]∞)) ≤
supn∈ω rk(fˆn([c]∞)) we hence conclude that rk(fˆn([c]∞)) = ∞ for all n ∈ ω, that
is, fn(c) is defined for all n. Since fˆn is a continuous approximation of fn, we are
done. ✷
Thus, definitions by partial coiteration do not lead out of the class of approx-
imable functions.
4.2 Approximability of µ
This section introduces the ϑ-operator, which generalises the µ-operator, known
from recursive function theory. The main feature of the proposed generalisation is,
that it can be fruitfully applied in the context of inductive and coinductive defini-
tions. Given a (partial) function f : A ⇀ A+B, the ϑ-operator produces a (partial)
function ϑ(f) : A ⇀ B, which “iterates f as often as needed to obtain a value in
B”. Considering A and B as subsets of A+B, and given a in A, we think of ϑ(f)
as defined via ϑ(f)(a) = f(a), if f(a) ∈ B and ϑ(f)(a) = ϑ(f)(f(a)), otherwise.
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This section shows, that ϑ(f) is c.a., if f is c.a.. We begin with introducing the
ϑ-operator formally (suppressing the coproduct-injections, as usual):
Definition 4.4 Suppose f : A ⇀ A + B is partial. The stuttering index sf (a) of
a ∈ A wrt. f is the least n such that [f, id]n(a) ∈ B; if [f, id]n(a) ∈ A for all
n ∈ ω, we put sf (a) =∞. Define the function ϑ(f) : A ⇀ B by
ϑ(f)(a) = [f, id]sf (a) if sf (a) <∞
and let ϑ(f)(a) undefined, otherwise.
Clearly, we want ϑ(f) to be computable, if f is computable. This is obvious, if
we consider computations on discrete spaces, such as ω. Considering non-discrete
spaces, this section shows, that ϑ(f) is approximable, if f is:
Theorem 4.5 Suppose A,B are cumss and f : A ⇀ A + B is a partial function.
Then ϑ(f) is continously approximable, if f is.
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, pick a rank-decreasing continuous approx-
imation fˆ : A≤∞ → B≤∞ of f ; wlog. we assume that B = ∅ and pick b0 ∈ B.
Define a sequence (αn)n∈ω of functions αn : A≤∞ → B≤∞ as follows: α0(x) =
[b0]0 for all a ∈ A≤∞, and
αn+1(x) =

[b]k−1 fˆ(x) = [b]k
αn([a]k−1) fˆ(x) = [a]k
[b0]0 otherwise
where a ∈ A, b ∈ B and k ≥ 1 is assumed in the first two cases. Note the shift
in indices, which is forced upon us by the definition of lifting, cf. Lemma 2.5.
By induction, one shows that the αn define an increasing sequence of continuous
functions, hence α = supn∈ω αn, with the sup taken pointwise, exists and is con-
tinuous. We claim that α is a continuous approximation of ϑ(f). To see this, define
a sequence (fn) of partial functions fn : A ⇀ B as follows: f0 is always undefined
and fn+1(a) = f(a), if f(a) ∈ B, f(a) = fn(f(a)), otherwise. One shows that
αn is a continuous approximation of fn. Now, if ϑ(f)(a) = b ∈ B, we have that
fn(a) = b for some n ∈ ω, hence αn([a]∞) = [b]∞ and thus α([a]∞) = [b]∞. In
order to see that f(a) = b whenever α([a]∞) = [b]∞, one uses a rank argument
similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 4.3. ✷
We pause to show, in which sense the ϑ generalises µ, where we ignore the
possible presence of parameters:
Example 4.6 Suppose f : ω ⇀ ω is partial. Then µf is the least n such that
f(n) = 0 and f(k) is defined and = 0 for all 0 ≤ k < n. If no such n exists, we
have µ(f) undefined.
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Using ϑ, we can define µ(f) as follows: Put g : ω → ω + ω, given by
g(n) =
{
inl(n+ 1) if f(n) > 0
inr(n) if f(n) = 0
where inl, inr : ω → ω + ω is the left (resp. right) coproduct injection. Then
µ(f) = ϑ(g)(0).
4.3 Approximability of Recursive Definitions
In order to have enough computable functions available later, we also briefly treat
definitions by iteration on ω.
Lemma 4.7 Suppose f : 1 + B ⇀ B. Then there exists a unique function f  :
B → ω such that f (0) = f ◦ inl(0) and f (n + 1) = f ◦ inr(f (n)), if f (n) is
defined, and f (n+ 1) is undefined, otherwise.
The proof is standard, and therefore omitted.
Definition 4.8 Suppose f : A× (1+B)→ B. Then the function it(f) : A×ω →
B, is given by it(f)(a, n) = f a. We say that f defines it(f) via iteration.
In accordance with the previous sections, we have:
Theorem 4.9 Suppose A,B are cums and f : A× (1 +B)→ B is c.a. Then so is
it(f).
Proof There is nothing to show for the case A = 1 (cf. Example 3.2), The case
where f depends on an additional parameter is left to the reader. ✷
5 Computable Functions
As we have argued in the introduction, for a function on a non-discrete space to be
computable, we require that (a) it can be approximated from below in a continuous
manner, and (b) that the approximations are computable and can be obtained from
one another effectively. The previous sections have dealt with approximability of
functions; this section adds effectivity to the picture. In a nutshell, we call a cums
effective, if the associated approximation domain can be turned into an effective
domain. In this light, we call a partial function between two effective cums com-
putable, if it has a continuous approximation, which is computable as morphism
between the associated effective domains. This section shows, that all the defini-
tion principles discussed in the previous section are indeed effective (on effective
spaces). We begin with the basic notions:
Definition 5.1 An effective complete ultrametric space (ecums in the sequel) is a
triple (U, d, ν) such that
(i) (U, d) is a cums
(ii) ν : ω × ω → U<∞ is a surjection
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such that the set {(n,m) ∈ ω2 × ω2 | ν(n)  ν(m)} is decidable and ν(n1, n2) ∈
Un1 for all (n1, n2) ∈ ω2.
Here  is the ordering on the approximation domain U≤∞ associated with U ;
we consider U<∞ ⊆ U≤∞ as subsets. This turns U≤∞ into an effective domain, and
we can therefore speak of effective approximations.
Remark 5.2 If (U, d, ν) is an ecums, (U≤∞,, ν) is an effective domain: We have
mentioned before (Lemma 2.11), that (U≤∞,) is an algebraic domain and u ∈
U≤∞ is compact iff u ∈ U<∞. Requiring that ν : ω2 → U<∞ is a surjection
and stipulating that ordering is decidable meets the remaining requirements for
effectiveness. The requirement that ν(n1, ·) takes values in Un1 is not necessary
for establishing that (U, d, ν) induces an effective domain; however, having this
property available, we can lift effective functors on sets (see Section 2.4) to ecumss.
We illustrate the concept of ecumss by means of some concrete instantiations:
Example 5.3 (i) Suppose (U, d) is a discrete ums and ν ′ : ω → U is a surjection
for which {(n,m) | ν ′(n) = ν ′(m)} is decidable. Then (U, d, ν) is effective, where
ν(n, k) = [ν ′(n)]k.
(ii) Suppose T : Set → Set is effective and (U, d, ν) is an ecums with distance
bounded by 1. Then (T̂ (U), dˆ, νˆ) is effective, where (T̂ , dˆ) is the lifting of T to
ums, applied to (U, d). For the numbering, suppose that G : NSet → NSet is
an effective extension of T . Then G(Un, ν(n, ·)) is numbered with underlying set
TUn; that is, G(Un, ν(n, ·)) = (TUn, ν˜(n, ·)) for some ν(n, ·) : ω → TUn. Now
put νˆ(0, n2) = [t]0, for some element t ∈ TU , and let νˆ(n1 + 1, n2) = ν˜(n1, n2).
Then (TU, dˆ, νˆ) is an ecums.
Decidability of the ordering follows from the fact that p10 : U1 → U0 = 1 can be
tracked by any (total) recursive function, thus pnm : [u]n → [u]m can be tracked by
a recursive function, an index of which can be obtained effectively from n, m, and
an index of the identity. Thus the same holds for qnm : (TU)n → (TU)m.
(iii) Suppose T is ωop-continuous and effective with final coalgebra (Z, ζ). We
have seen in Example 2.2, that Z carries the structure of a cums (Z, d) with Zn ∼=
T n1 (for n <∞; for n =∞ we put Z∞ = T ω1 = Z).
In order to see that Z is actually an ecums, we have to give a numbering ν :
ω × ω → ∐n<ω T n1. But this is easy: start with the canonical numbering ν(0, ·) :
ω → 1 and let ν(n + 1, ·) be the numbering of G(T n1, ν(n, ·)), where G is an
effective extension of T . This turns (Z, d, ν) into an ecums; decidability of ordering
is as above.
Having turned ecumss into effective domains, we can now say what we mean
by an effectively approximable partial function between two ecums: we require it
to have a continuous approximation, which is a morphism between the associated
effective domains. Hence the following definition is just an adaptation of the cor-
responding definition for effective domains (which can for example be found in
[12]).
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Definition 5.4 Suppose U, V are ecums with numbering ν : ω2  U≤∞ and
µ : ω2  V≤∞. A partial function f : U ⇀ V is effectively approximable (ab-
breviated e.a.), if it has a continous approximation fˆ : U≤∞ → V≤∞, for which
the approximation relation {(n,m) ∈ ω2 × ω2 | µ(m)  fˆ ◦ ν(n)} is recursively
enumerable. In this case, we call fˆ an effective approximation of f , and a number
n ∈ ω an index of f , if it is an index of the approximation relation of f .
In this section, we show that the definition principles discussed in Section 4 are
effective, that is, they produce an effectively approximable function, if the input
function is effectively approximable.
In order to be able to define a calculus for computable functions later, not only
definitions by iteration, coiteration and ϑ need to be treated, but also boring opera-
tions, like projections. We get those out of the way at once:
Lemma 5.5 Suppose U , V , and W are ecums.
(i) The projections U × V → U and U × V → V are e.a.
(ii) Coproduct injections U → U + V and V → U + V are e.a.
(iii) If f : U ⇀ V and g : U ⇀ W are e.a., then so is 〈f, g〉 : U ⇀ V ×W .
(iv) If f : U ⇀ W and g : V ⇀ W are e.a., then so is [f, g] : U + V ⇀ W .
Proof We have seen previously, that all functions in question are continously ap-
proximable; we leave it to the reader to check effectivity. ✷
The proof, that definitions by induction, coinduction and ϑ give rise to effec-
tively approximable functions, hinges on the following lemma, which states that
the supremum of uniformly effective functions is effective.
Lemma 5.6 Suppose U, V are ecums and (fn)n∈ω is an increasing sequence of
effective functions fn : U≤∞ → V≤∞ and φ : ω → ω is recursive such that φ(n) is
an index of fn. Then supn∈ω fn is effective.
Proof Suppose ν : ω2 → U<∞ and µ : ω2 → V<∞ are the numbering making U
and V effective. For k, l ∈ ω2, note that ν(k)  supn∈ω fn(µ(l)) if there exists
n ∈ ω such that ν(k)  fn(µ(l)) since ν(k) is compact in U≤∞. The claim follows
from decidability of  and the fact that we can compute an index of fn from n. ✷
This lemma is the key to the proof of
Theorem 5.7 Suppose U, V,W are ecums and T is effective.
(i) If f : U × V ⇀ TU is e.a. then so is ci(f).
(ii) If f : U × (1 + V ) ⇀ V is e.a., then so is it(f).
(iii) If f : U ⇀ U + V is e.a., then so is ϑ(f).
Proof In each of the three cases, we construct a continuous approximation of ci(f),
it(f) and ϑ(f) as supremum of an increasing sequence of approximating functions
αn, indices of which can be effectively obtained from n. ✷
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6 A Calculus of Computable Functions
This section tries to contribute to the second question, mentioned in the introduc-
tion: Which term system can be used to define computable functions on final coal-
gebras? We present one such system, which incorporates definitions by induction,
coinduction and the ϑ-operator. By what we have seen before, clearly all definable
functions in this system will be computable. Using this system, we treat the exam-
ples mentioned in the introduction; the question whether the system allows for the
definition of all computable functions is left for further research.
For the whole section, we work with an effective polynomial endofunctor T on
Set, which we assume to be built using only 1 and ω as constants and denote the
final T -coalgebra by (Z, ζ). Except for one subtlety, it is straightforward to use
the results of the previous section in order to obtain a term system, in which every
function is computable. The obstacle is introduced by lifting of Set-endofunctors
to ultrametric spaces: As we have pointed out earlier, lifting (denoted by (̂·)) is not
compositional wrt. the composition of functors – we do not even have Iˆd = Id.
Therefore, if U is a cums, Tˆ (U) is different from the cums T˜ (U) obtained by
induction along the structure of T and applying lifting in every inductive step. This
is made precise in the following definition:
Definition 6.1 Suppose T is a polynomial functor on Set. Define a lifting T˜ of
T to complete ultrametric spaces as follows (K denotes the constant functor with
value K as well as the associated discrete ums):
I˜d(U) = U ×˜(T1, T2)(U) = ×ˆ(T˜1(U), T˜2(U))
K˜(U) = K +˜(T1, T2)(U) = +ˆ(T˜1(U), T˜2(U))
where ×,+ : Set2 → Set denote cartesian product and disjoint sum; ·ˆ is the lifting
from Lemma 2.5.
In contrast to the semantically defined lifting ·ˆ (where scaling is performed only
once), the lifting defined by induction on the structure of T performs scaling every
time it comes across a product or coproduct. Both types of lifting are isomorphic
as topological spaces; with an effective bijection:
Lemma 6.2 Suppose T : Set → Set is effective and polynomial and let U be an
ecums. Then idTU : T˜U → TˆU is effectively approximable.
Proof It is easy to see that the identity is continuous, and therefore continously
approximable (Lemma 3.3). Effectivity is proved by induction on the structure of
T . ✷
The system which we are about to describe (which we call System A, for lack
of a better name) is first-order and has the set Types of types, which is defined
according to the following grammar:
Types ::= 1 | ω | Z | σ × τ | σ + τ.
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To each type σ ∈ Types we assign a set [[σ]] by induction on the structure of types.
Since we assume the endofunctor T to be polynomial and built using the constants
1 and ω only, there is a type expression T(X) in one variable with [[T(σ)]] = T˜ ([[σ]])
for all σ ∈ Types.
Each term of the system has an associated domain and codomain, thus a typical
term takes the form t : S → T with S and T ∈ Types. The set Terms of terms
contains the following basic terms
0 : 1→ ω s :ω → ω
ζ :Z → T(Z) ζ−1 :T(Z)→ Z
as well as, for all σ, τ ∈ Types, the terms
πσ×τσ : σ × τ → σ inσ+τσ : σ → σ + τ
πσ×ττ : σ × τ → τ inσ+ττ : τ → σ + τ
and is closed under the following rules:
f : ρ× σ → T(σ)
ci(f) : ρ× σ → Z
f : ρ× (1 + σ)→ σ
it(f) : ρ× ω → σ
f : σ → σ + τ
ϑ(f) : σ → τ
f : ρ→ σ g : ρ→ τ
〈f, g〉 : ρ→ σ × τ
f : ρ× σ → ψ g : ρ× τ → ψ
[f, g] : ρ× (σ + τ)→ ψ
f : σ → τ g : τ → ρ
g ◦ f : σ → ρ
By induction, we associate a function [[f ]] : [[σ]] → [[τ ]] to each term f : σ →
τ . The definition is straightforward (and therefore omitted), except for the case
of [f, g], where we put [[[f, g]]](x, y) = [[f ]](x, y) if y ∈ [[τ ]] and [[[f, g]]](x, y) =
[[g]](x, y), if y ∈ [[σ]]. If [[f ]](x, y) (resp. [[g]](x, y)) is undefined, we stipulate that
[[[f, g]]](x, y) is undefined. Our results can now be summarised as follows:
Theorem 6.3 Suppose f : σ → τ is a term of system A. Then [[f ]] is computable.
Proof To each type σ, we associate an ecums (|σ|) as follows:
(|1|) = 1 (|ω|) = ω (|Z|) = Z (|σ+τ|) = +ˆ((|σ|), (|τ |)) (|σ×τ|) = ×ˆ((|σ|), (|τ |))
If f : σ → τ is a term of system A, one shows that the partial function [[f ]] :
[[σ]] ⇀ [[τ ]] has an effective approximation (|f |) : (|σ|) → (|τ |). This is immediate
from our work in the previous sections; in the case of f = ci(g), one has to use the
coherence isomorphism given by Lemma 6.2. It is easy to see that both ζ and ζ−1
are effectively approximable. ✷
The presence of products and coproducts in System A allows for definitions by
primitive recursion, and primitive co-recursion, respectively. This is noted in [15].
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Since also the µ-operator can be defined in System A (the simple version, which
neglects the dependency on additional parameters was treated in Example 4.6), we
have terms for all partial recursive functions of type ωn → ω.
The remainder of this section discusses the examples from the beginning:
Example 6.4 We consider the first two examples given in the introduction: Con-
sider the set Z = ωω of all infinite sequences of natural numbers, with its final
coalgebra structure 〈hd, tl〉 : Z → ω × Z.
(i) Deletion of 0s: We show that d, defined in Example 1.1, is definable. Using
primitive recursion, we can define the function f : Z → ω × Z + ω, defined by
z → (hd(z), tl(z)) if hd(z) > 0 and z → tl(z), otherwise. Now d = ci(ϑ(f)).
(ii) Consider m : Z ⇀ Z, as defined in Example 1.1. As in the Haskell code, we
first define an auxiliary function m′ = ci(ϑ(f)) and then put m(s) = m′(0, 0, s).
The auxiliary m′ : ω2 × Z → ω2 × Z + ω3 × Z is given by m′(x, y, z) =
(hd(s), hd(s), tl(s)), if n = 0, and (x, x, n − 1, s), if n > 0. Again, m′ can be
defined using primitive recursion.
7 Conclusion and Related Work
We have investigated an approximation-based notion of computability on final coal-
gebras. This was done by considering complete ultrametric spaces, endowed with
a numeration, which we have embedded into effective domains. This gives rise to
a definition of computability, where one calls a function computable, if it can be
extended to an effective continuous function on the ambient effective domains.
Although some effort has been put into the investigation of coinductive types
and coinductive definitions in the framework of type theory (starting with [5], fur-
ther pursued by e.g. [13]), notions of computability on coinductive types have (to
the author’s knowledge) not yet been investigated. From the perspective of final se-
mantics, both metric and domain-theoretic approaches have been discussed in [14],
but without an eye to computability. Computability in higher types is discussed in
[11], where Plotkin’s System for defining all recursive functionals [9] is presented.
Although coinductive types can be seen as first-order function types [2], the no-
tion of computability differs: For a computable function(al) f : ωω → ωω (which
can also be treated in our coalgebraic framework), it is perfectly acceptable that
f(g)(n+1) is defined, but f(g)(n) diverges (considering g : ω → ω as a function).
However, considering g as a stream of natural numbers, this means that we do ob-
tain the n+1st element in spite of the fact that the computation of the n-th element
was diverging. Finally, it is reassuring that for the Baire space, the notion of com-
putability derived from effective domains coincides with the automata-theoretic
notion of Type-2 computability (see [16, in particular Section 3.5]).
A further approach, which seems promising but needs to be investigated, is
to set up a correspondence between (carriers of) final coalgebras in Set and the
total elements (in the sense of Berger [4]) of corresponding final coalgebras in the
category of effective domains. Once this correspondence is set up properly, one can
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hopefully make heavier use of the machinery developed for effective domains that
we have made here.
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